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pjhewkin 3 days ago

I tried to warn people not to JAB up, also. Everything the Government did was scientifically retarded. The 2 years (3 years now) FEAR PORN, lockdown/social
distance/masking/digital passport/jab mandates all reeked of government over reach. People I have known all m life became very angry with me and some
cancelled me. Mom-in-law dies 60 days after 2nd jab. Son = injury shows up 5 months after 2nd aZ jab. He has been off work over a year. I do not know if he will
survive. I beleive a TRUE NURMBURG investigation + DEATH PENALTY is overdue for the monsters behind this vile eugenics agenda.

142 likes Reply

D_A_F_S 3 days ago

I'll give you a clinical definition of "Long COVID" and it applies to Sudden Adult Death Syndrome too. Repeated inoculation with poisonous PEG wrapped Spike
Protein forming mRNA. Ironic, they call young adults falling over dead Sudden Adult Death Syndrome after repeated mRNA inoculations. 40 years ago there was
a sudden spike in infant deaths attributed by some to the aggressive vaccine schedule, forced on newborns. They called that Sudden Infant Death Syndrome.
Both are junk terms meant to confound and say we don't know what is happening. Because the people who are supposed to figure it out are paid to be deaf,
dumb and blind.

92 likes Reply

IconMatrix 3 days ago

Everything Ed Dowd says here deserves to be taken SERIOUSLY — this is the greatest non-wartime atrocity in human history, and any halfway intelligent non-
psychopathic person who isn't an egomaniac should be able to see it without Ed Dowd's analysis — but he puts the data to it and pretty much clinches it.

84 likes Reply

Got5 3 days ago

I’m so glad you interviewed Ed Dowd. I’ve been following what he does for about a year and a half. I am lucky as I questioned the shot early on because Fauci
denied natural immunity. We have all been researching as this censored underground group. I started posting in May 21 information that that the vaccine was
dangerous/deadly. I was censored and most didn’t believe me. This is so wonderful to see this on MSM. Thank you Tucker!!

79 likes Reply

Susan5743 4 days ago

This is really good! More in depth than the other interviews of Edward Dowd. Best one! So interesting too!

62 likes Reply

IXCXNIKA 3 days ago

Ed may have lost friends but he has earned millions of grateful admirers.

57 likes Reply

sweetcara14 4 days ago

God bless this man. His book is on my reading list. And he's had similar background experiences and tried hard to alert people to the biggest, deadliest lie ever.
It's been so hard to watch people I care about making this awful mistake and trusting these criminals. We are on our own, people. There is no watchdog which is
not compromised. Not the CDC, not the FDA and not the NIH. They are not here to help us, and this is not new.

50 likes Reply

OzRita 3 days ago

Outstanding, thank you. And I am soooo with Ed when he says he does not want to encourage the compliance by buying a fake vaxx certificate. These snakeoil
sales men are big part of the problem. The people said NO , the end.

And I am sooooo relieved about Tucker's vaxxx status, as I dont want to lose him.

46 likes Reply

JustJJenkins 4 days ago

Wonderful conversation!

42 likes Reply

Peekatchu4U 4 days ago

Brilliant guy! Worth the listen.

38 likes Reply

D_A_F_S 3 days ago

Ed is intelligent and righteous. Most of Washington DC is obtuse and greedy. Right now, Biden and other bloody chief executives are moving to start a world war
to murder 300 million people to coverup they vaxx murdered and crippled untold millions of their loyal citizens, stole and pised away their pension funds.

32 likes Reply

Cuddles135 3 days ago

I guess.this is one way for the government to deal with Social Security funding issues.

30 likes Reply

osirusoft 4 days ago

Nattokinase works for covid, long covid, and MRNA. I have been taking it for nearly a month and even though it was from covid in 2/10/2020, experienced
prodigious results. The "long" aspect of long covid is likely just spike proteins lying dormant after recovery.

27 likes Reply

OKWA661905 2 days ago

Ed Dowd is an American hero. I have personally been injured by the Pfizer shot (I call them poison shots). I went to the emergency room twice in 2021. The worst
episode I had my body convulsed for 4 hours. All tests came back normal and then they sent me home. I still have lingering issues with muscle pain, joint pain
and cracking joints (I don't have arthritis). I know of 16 others that were injured by the shots. 3 died, 2 nearly died, 3 young women don't menstruate anymore
and the rest have lingering injuries like me. This was genocide.

26 likes Reply

RTUT 3 days ago

The world doesn't seem to care about the huge excess death issue....... Sounds like that may have been the plan then..?

24 likes Reply

Klokenn 2 days ago

I’m grateful to all those speaking up & exposing these poisonous jabs. I’m a registered nurse who did not take the jab, I was granted a religious exemption.
Gratefully, none of my family took the jab & we’ve all had Covid- no deaths. Since the jabs rolled out, I know of 6 jabbed people who’ve gotten cancer. Two nurses
in their late 20’s- early 30’s, and 3 others in early-mid 50’s. One has died. I pray all this corruption comes to light. 

🙏

20 likes Reply

Mobe1969 4 days ago

Thanks for posting.

19 likes Reply

IXCXNIKA 3 days ago

shout out to flccc
the answer to what causes the problem is that the SPIKE protein is TOXIC. VAERSanalysis.info shows a fraction of the deaths and injuries from the clot shot.
Flccc.net has the successful protocols for covid and other illnesses. ivermectin.com is the place to get OTC product .
kudos to Tennessee and North Carolina for telling big pharma to shove it.

16 likes Reply

choosetheright99 2 days ago

I have a term life insurance for 20 years got a letter from insurance company that they are cancelling all their group term life insurance plans. Brutal that
insurance companies can do this, but they know they got a big problem if they have to pay out all these vax deaths

16 likes Reply

54805wR 3 days ago

Got his book. Worth it!!!!!!!!!!

14 likes Reply

TwinkieWonder 2 days ago

Great interview. I found that 40% increase in life insurance payouts a year ago. He confirmed everything I've learned the last 3 years. Thanks Tucker and Ed.
God's speed.

12 likes Reply

Lobo7 3 days ago

Good honest men, both. You are far from being alone. DOD management of the mass genocide is problematic. This is God`s reset, not man`s. That thought
comforts me. The latest is that dark-big money is buying up the BLM damaged city neighborhoods, for cheap.

11 likes Reply

cmm629 3 days ago

I watch every interview I can find with Ed, but this was far and away the best so far. I could relate to everything he want through as I was an RN in 2020 warning
everyone I knew this "virus" was fake and later not to take the shots and that they would make us more vulnerable to EMFs of 5G. Almost no one listened, and
this girl has an interesting perspective on why: https://www.bitchute.com/video/dYiiWr9ZTjnX/

11 likes Reply

ChrisTh 2 days ago

33:30 You can't use facts to convince people who are reasoning emotionally. Related: Much easier to fool someone than to convince someone that they have
been fooled..

11 likes Reply

rheahack0103 1 day ago

My husband and I didn't trust the "Pandemic" from the very beginning. It just seemed too convenient to lock people up, keep them from communicating with one
another and promote mass mail-in voting. We didn't trust the "vaccine" either. We were in our late 60s when the experimental drug was offered to our age group.
Our friends and relatives in our retirement community thought we were foolish for not taking part in the experiment. My husband got Covid and survived just fine.
Many in our age group got Covid even though they were "fully" vaxxed. Some of them are not getting boosters (Thank God). I'm really upset that the CDC put the
shot on the child immunization schedule. That should be illegal. In fact, I think immunizations of any kind should not be required to attend school.

10 likes Reply

Mandy7773 1 day ago

Thank you Tucker for asking the important questions. And thank you to whom ever shared this on Rumble so people who don't pay for FOX NATION can watch it.
Thank you very much. Sharing it all over. :)

10 likes Reply

DaughteroftheonetrueKing 4 days ago

Ed never stated he took the 

💉

. He has always said his ex wife & child took 

💉

. Go back and do your due diligence

9 likes Reply

rjb555 2 days ago

It's unbelievable that everyone is going about their day as if nothing is happening.

9 likes Reply

DianaNtexas 2 days ago

Parts of Africa did a protocol that included Ivermectin and in those areas Covid was eradicated

9 likes Reply

dmward 2 days ago

So Ed is a little late to the party even though I appreciate his work. You don't need PhD's to figure this out. Now he's saying it's not a conspiracy, it's just a
conspiracy of interests. Hello! That sounds pretty mealy mouthed. So how does he explain all the countries who were part of this? The explanation can be found
in a treaty they signed on to. The entire COVID-19 world-shutdown was part of a live training and simulation exercise run by the unscrupulous WHO and United
Nations, as documented in their Global Preparedness Monitoring Board's annual 2019 report and their International Health Regulations treaty of 2005—which
194/or 196 countries signed off on—which pretty much establishes a Global Government (of the WHO & United Nations, & the high-level international GMPB)
along with their sponsors, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Wellcome Trust, & other unnamed donors. In a few days a the Biden admin is signing a deal
to give the WHO sovereignty over 194 countries pandemic policies meaning unfettered sovereignty over the United States policies, that bypasses all discussion,
congress or the White House. Does Ed or Tucker know about this? https://www.theepochtimes.com/biden-admin-negotiates-deal-to-give-who-authority-over-
us-pandemic-policies_5066631.html?utm_source=ref_share&src_src=ref_share&utm_campaign=mb-cc&src_cmp=mb-cc

9 likes Reply

AllNotWell 2 days ago

Need to stop the GOVERNMENT allowing this mRNA into animal vaccines, i.e. cattle, pigs, chickens...AND inoculating SEEDS....

9 likes Reply

BroFran 1 day ago

Great interview. Smart man. Cannot believe he is 56!?

9 likes Reply

gwschick 1 day ago

Ed Dowd and Tucker Carlson just secured 2 spots on my heroes list.

9 likes Reply

cdjoshua 3 days ago

Great interview! It was wonderful how Ed prayed to God and how God answered his prayers. All will answer to Jesus for their deeds.

8 likes Reply

Oly67 1 day ago

Would love for Tucker to have Naomi Wolf on next! Her group has been doing an amazing job going through the Pfizer data that they were forced to release.

8 likes Reply

steveclarkus 1 day ago

K

0/2000

P

kimmclark22 2 days ago

I'm so sorry for your loss and I can relate to being ignored and canceled by many just for trying to warn them out of love.

13 likes Reply

Puglover62 1 day ago

🙏

 I feel much compassion for you! I too have a vax injured son. He’s been off work for a year and is still wearing a colostomy bag. It has profoundly
affected all our lives. I also have no idea what his future will be. 
I know that a huge crime was committed and although I’ve been through a series of “feelings”, what I’m feeling now is rage!!!! I myself don’t go to the
doctor at all. I do not trust the medical profession one bit anymore.

11 likes Reply

CaliforniaFreedomAlliance 1 day ago

Sorry for your Nightmare...Prayers for your SON!!! We are WAY beyond Nuremberg 2.0 ! See my POST ABOVE !!!

3 likes Reply

K

pjhewkin 2 days ago

THANK YOU kimmclark 22. I am glad you can see that I acted out of LOVE. I tied to warn neighbors/freinds/family. 
I stood in protest in front of a facility that was jabbing children. Holding a sign "DO YOU TRUST GOVERMENT?" 
I never got SO MUCH HATE in my entire life. I have NEVER trusted government. I was jab injured at 18 months, AMBLYOPIA.
My right eye turned in, and down, the surgeries I had, and visits to specialist Dr.s offices put me in direct contact with THALIDOMIDE deformed
children the same age as me. I would play with them in Dr.s waiting rooms. My mom always brought a few matchbox cars in her purse, I would
share. I saw the pain in those kids eyes. They could barely enjoy a toy car, so deformed, made vrum-vrum almost impossible. Health Canada 1961
rushed that drug into use, DOCTORS recommended it to mom's experiencing morning sickness. Tens of thousands of BABIES were so badly
deformed many died in childhood. My Mom told me about the facts because I asked her direct questions, and she did not lie. I had NIGHTMARES
for YEARS, men in lab coats. I was assured not all Dr's are evil. 2 companies that developed thalidomide were involved in development of these
jabs. The Thalidomide example is completely absent of any accountability. despite the harms, TO BABIES, not one claim of damage was ever
compensated. The HARMS were profoundly horrible. I live with this EVERYDAY. I FEAR they will GET AWAY WITH it AGAIN. write this because You
are a caring person. We need to stick together and STOP the horrors.

8 likes Reply

P

pjhewkin 1 day ago

Pug Lover 62, I want to VERY MUCH see those responsible PAY for their crimes against humanity. I wonder if you were born in 62 like me. I also do
not TRUST government, health Canada, etc. Thalidomide. Fluoridated drinking water. MAID (my dr. tried to coerce me to get m.a.i.d. 5 yrs ago. We
need a massive purge of ALL CORRUPTION.

5 likes Reply
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dmward 1 day ago

Covid hasn't been isolated as yet so we shouldn't talk about it as though it is "a thing". But everyone is and it's another mind bender in all this - that this
very fundamental factor is being totally ignored. Also there is much dispute about viruses being what we're told. But everyone either doesn't seem
information on this or is ignoring it. This is just one video on it but there are plenty now: The final refutal of virology: https://rumble.com/vhx3l1-the-final-
refutal-of-virology.html?fbclid=IwAR1qO0XAtUSnyLK29RgXb_NlN2lOqyZIJwx97QDjI1p8GpmnvXKISF8fKOA

6 likes Reply

CynSurr 1 day ago

I do believe long covid is referring to long hauler symptoms, I'm a long hauler from having c19, no vaccines.

2 likes Reply

Susanmsulc 56 minutes ago

Well said...the disgusting, simplistic, and euphemistic term SADS is a diabolical attempt to dismiss outright murder.

1 like Reply

C

KBDFW 6 hours ago

I have a healthy lifestyle friend 35 who struggled for over a year with long covid symptoms, his wife and newborn both got it at the same time as
him with a quick recovery and no further symptoms. He is chubby but not morbidly obese, that is the only thing I can think of hitting him hard
unless there are other factors like blood type etc... I still do not know if I ever had covid, had several moderate headcold/chestcolds during that
period but never tested + the 3 times I tested. Had the flu the end of January...chills fever coughing for about a 5 days and coughing for 3 more
weeks, but I refuse to fall for the worthless testing again. I'm not a hypochondriac. Peroxide rinses/gargles, horsey paste for a few days, kicked up
my vitamins and quit drinking wine, laid in bed for 3 days...poof! Alls well and beautiful natural immunity bumped up a few notches for normal life to
continue. I NEVER USE ANTIBACTERIAL SOAP AND NEVER CHANGED MY CLEANLINESS REGIME IN THE LAST 3 YEARS. I wash my hands after
the toilet and none other. Germs are good, obsessive compulsion bad.

1 like Reply
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merrilll 3 days ago

We are at war and most people do not realize that each and every one of us is a combatant. A Spiritual war has been raging where the "powers that be"
are trying to decrease the global population by 90%. A search on the World Economic Forum website tells the story. Unfortunately most people are
asleep.

11 likes Reply

Quatervois 2 days ago

Katherine Watt has done the research, and has found all of the documentation. She has it all on her Substack, "Bailiwick News"

If you go to Katherine's Substack (which everyone should) start with her "orientation". It will bring you up to speed.

8 likes Reply

Quatervois 2 days ago

We ARE at war. Most people just don't understand what is happening. Nor do they realize that our very own DOD is involved in it. Yes, our very own
Department of Defense.

6 likes Reply

FainZ 2 days ago

His book is outstandng as well!

5 likes Reply
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IconMatrix 1 day ago

Thanks for the pointer — I went there and found lots of legal forms and notices. Unfortunately for me, I don't have the money to throw at legal
challenges. That's a big part of the problem. We can object and protest all we want, but the justice system itself has been weaponized against us.
Lots of people can barely keep a roof over their head these days, let alone fight authorities with teams of lawyers paid for by their taxes.

4 likes Reply
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FainZ 2 days ago

I also avoided the shot, as my natural caution kicked in about "new" drugs/vaccines. Long ago a vet told me to never be the first or the last to try a new
treatment. I've modified that to never try it at all unless I see a real benefit. That of course never happened.

6 likes Reply
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macoldiron 1 day ago

I was surprised to hear that Tucker declined the vaxx. Good on him!! I thought most people in media did or had to in order to satisfy employment
requirements. I now pray that he is not alone in the Fox group!

8 likes Reply
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SunSioux11 1 day ago

Bingo… and don’t forget Pensions

6 likes Reply

Anicopia 1 day ago

Absolutely!

5 likes Reply

A

jacquelynsauriol 2 days ago

Burdock root tea (a hundred constituents, incl. quercitin and inulin) got me through a 'mystery disease' like a combo of mono and whooping cough, in Nov.
2019. I lost 10% body wt quickly and was down for 3 weeks (like never before). Burdock Root is available many places, grows wild in almost every state. I
drank a pint a day for 2 months. Took me 4 months to gain the wt back and I recovered fine. Once my housemates got jabed (I never did), I got heart
palps. Fresh (not stale!) walnuts and hawthorne berry tea fixes the heart palps, and I still take those intermittently, as well as the Burdock root tea. Best
osirusoft.

8 likes Reply

Robynlyn 2 days ago

There is no cure for covid, or long covid...Why? Because you can't cure a Bio Weapon. 
Also the spike protein is Graphine Oxide. That is causing the deaths.

5 likes Reply

Anicopia 1 day ago

Higher dose Ivermectin (400mcg/kg) continued for a longer time (three weeks) also helps, as do trace minerals that most people are deficient in: 10
mg/day copper particularly seemed to make a big difference (and, no, it is not toxic at that level unless someone is deficient in zinc)!

5 likes Reply

skepkitty21 18 hours ago

Thanks for that information;I've wondered if Lyme dis ease was also bio weapon,and look at the comparison per the blood/co infections...betcha...

3 likes Reply

TRM13 2 hours ago

Yes it does!!!!
https://petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/dissolution-of-spike-protein-by-nattokinase
Along with a bunch of other OTC substances:
https://wmcresearch.substack.com/p/friday-hope-natural-compounds-for
It is part of the FLCCC protocol as well:
https://covid19criticalcare.com/treatment-protocols/i-recover/

1 like Reply

Twister412 2 days ago

Long Covid?

Retard

-1 likes Reply

skepkitty21 18 hours ago

Fabulous Nature's medicines...best to you&thanks for the sharing...green blessings...

1 like Reply
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Anicopia 1 day ago

The spike protein is PROTEIN, NOT graphene oxide!!!! And COVID is definitely curable. It is the synthetic mRNA from the bioweapin SHOTS that
doesn't turn off and keeps churning out zillions of more spikes that is a major problem with the shots. 
The spikes directly CAUSE blood clots, inflammation, trigger autoimmune responses, and depress the immune system that then allows cancers to
run amuck and dormant viruses and diseases to reactivate, like Epstein Barr, Shingles, Herpes, Tuberculosis, etc.

9 likes Reply

SiennaRose777 1 day ago

Death is coming for the Vaxxed but they can prolong there death with Natto Kanise and C60 - it was a scam to inject us with poison

3 likes Reply

A

osirusoft 1 day ago

Graphene oxide was easily debunked by Dr Ryan Cole. Speculating on the newer changes to the shot some changes leading to an anti-
immune response are concerning. I don't think there is such a thing as a safe vaccine. MRNA, however, tops the list of horrible.

4 likes

A

SiennaRose777 1 day ago

Remember this everyone DNA, Age, Race is different. That jab is searching and coding your DNA. It’s a crime against humanity

5 likes Reply
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SunSioux11 1 day ago

exactly. long covid is a scam

1 like Reply
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bwpc 1 day ago

Thank you for your testimony and so sorry what has happened to you. Please continue to tell your story, people need to know what is going on, specially
for our children.

9 likes Reply
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cmm629 3 days ago

Mass murder was ALWAYS their plan - they just had to switch it up because the original plan for us was far more horrible than what we've been through
when they thought she would never lose. What Ole Dammegard has to say about it is chilling. Bad as this is humanity dodged the first bullet, but it's up to
us now to fight the others that keep coming at us.

9 likes Reply
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Cdutton43 1 day ago

I’m also an RN and know several people with cancer now and a few who have died after finding out they were auddenly full of cancer. I met an
Oncologist/Rheumatologist who said he is seeing a spike in cancer like he has never seen in his 40 year career calls the vax the worst crime he’s ever
seen.

5 likes Reply
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Klokenn 1 day ago

I’m glad to know there are physicians acknowledging the jabs for what they are. Where I am, I know of only ONE physician who was against the
mandates & was vocal about it. He is no longer seeing patients in the hospital because he refused the jab- refused weekly testing, & refused to
wear a mask in hospital just because he wasn’t jabbed.
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Cdutton43 1 day ago

Yeah Trump’s “opportunity zones” so they could be targeted by BLM and then became an opprtunity for Blackrock/Vanguard. Almost like it was all
planned. Dowd isn’t the only one who can recognize patterns.

3 likes Reply
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OKWA661905 2 days ago

He did state more than once that he did not take the poison shots. You might want to watch the video before making comments.

14 likes Reply
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misterdependable 1 day ago

A conspiracy of interests? The only time there has been massive coordination between dozens of countries was world war. This is war on humanity Ed.

2 likes Reply
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tcbiro 1 day ago

I thought he was in his forties. 
He looks a decades younger than his biological age.
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Thank you Tucker for bringing one of my heroes to your vast audience. This was very important. You are now a certified red pill vendor. By the way, I named one
of my Schnauzers after you so I call out "Tucker stop that" about a hundred times a day.

8 likes Reply

PurebloodWarrior 3 days ago

Our healthcare system is about to experience a tsunami! Potential side effects of jabs include chronic inflammation, because the vaccine continuously stimulates
the immune system to produce antibodies. Other concerns include the possible integration of plasmid DNA into the body’s host genome, resulting in mutations,
problems with DNA replication, triggering of autoimmune responses, and activation of cancer-causing genes. Alternative COVID cures EXIST. Ivermectin is one of
them. While Ivermectin is very effective curing COVID symptoms, it has also been shown to eliminate certain cancers. Do not get the poison jab. If you want to
get Ivermectin you can visit ivmpharmacy.com

7 likes Reply

sierragreen 2 days ago

Dowd is a great example of the value of paying attention and exercising common sense.

7 likes Reply

bonesmama1 2 days ago

Thank you so much for sharing this.

7 likes Reply

Mthelmle 1 day ago

Thank you from Canada Mr Dowd, you and Tucker are truly inspirational! We have had over 10000 excess deaths (many of whom were children) in Alberta since
the rollout and everyone looks away.

7 likes Reply

asadoc13cricketclub 1 day ago

He has the brains and background to be right. Don't take any more Jabs.

7 likes Reply

KarlaTabor 1 day ago

These evil people had started way before 2019. Look to our food supply. Margarine, Crisco, high Fructose, TBHQ, soy products in almost everything. I first
noticed this foul soy product when my mayo tasted off in 2019. Dukes Mayo was my favorite. I had three jars. I tossed all of them and got rid of all products with
soy in them. The men in my household got a boost of energy. But, my sweet husband suddenly died July 4 2022. He did not get the stupid jab but we all had
gotten that bioweapon Aug 2020. He never fully recovered. Plus, he was in college while working a white collar job. College made him wear a mask. I am a
housewife. I am so angry at FDA, EPA, USDA: who allowed these criminal products in our food. By the way, my husband was hooked on Dr Pepper. He has drank a
whole liter on the day he had died... I am so angry.

7 likes Reply

Vernaelliott 3 days ago

That's why they are allowing all the illegals, work slaves... plus they will be pushing mass production robots . In fact Amazon storage facilities have no humans
working in stocking storage, just robots. Bill Gates dream come true of killing off a third of global population.

6 likes Reply

BirdLover56 2 days ago

This is TOO LATE…great book, but too many family, friends have submitted… and now, injured or dead….. too little Critical Thinking by MOST people, do not
question or go “ hmmmm”” and wait.

😭

6 likes Reply

ChrisTh 2 days ago

Ed, the violence is not coming - people have been changed. They are sheep. I expected the public to revolt against the lockdowns. They did not. Sheep can not
become lions.

5 likes Reply

ChrisTh 2 days ago

46:20 I don't know, Tucker - swallow the spider to catch the fly doesn't always go so well. Technology belongs in machinery. Natural solutions are needed for
organic bodies.

5 likes Reply

RelentlessAmericanPatriot 2 days ago

I've followed Ed Dowd and many others diggin the facts and doin their best, against the Apparatus and a largely resistant public, to make it all known. This
interview on such a high visibility stage should open huge areas for the Good to advance and crush Evil. Vigilance, Godspeed and Victory

5 likes Reply

DianaNtexas 2 days ago

Parts of Africa did a protocol that included Ivermectin and in those areas Covid was eradicated

5 likes Reply

dmward 2 days ago

Just expect the jackals to spring some disaster now that Ed Dowd has come out with this data. Watch the rail cars, they're being set up all over the country. And
Ed thinks this is no conspiracy. My gosh - we'd better realize that people who let this happen, (don't forget the shots were free) all were colluding with the plan
and kept vaccinating while people were dying and suffering. They got paid of course and quite handsomely I'd wager. They have the game plan all worked out
and to quash knowledge of this getting out, they will most likely have a plan to cause serious destruction to deflect this information getting out to the sleeping
hordes.

5 likes Reply

brudder1 2 days ago

Thank you, Tucker, for getting this into the mainstream penumbra.

5 likes Reply

AussieCol 21 hours ago

Gotta ask Tucker. How come Fox is now letting you expose these criminals? They have been part of the media psyop since this all began. Why now? Do they
know that the day of reckoning is coming soon and want to appear that they are providing information that was previously unknown to them. Are you telling us
what they are allowing you to. I’m curious and would like some answers please.
Great interview with Ed, much respect and thanks to him for exposing the truth.

6 likes Reply

ChrisTh 2 days ago

So, being employed and athletic have both proven detrimental to your health, ONLY since 2021. Nothing to see here. Nothing new - it has always been this way.
We've been advised since we were kids that we should aim to stay away from fitness, and employment.

4 likes Reply

777de 2 days ago

Thank you both!
So nice to hear the truth for once. Im so disgusted with this admin and their lies, banning important medication, mandates and ignoring the most important truths
happening now.

4 likes Reply

Duaney 1 day ago

This needs to be on Twitter and YouTube

4 likes Reply

Cdutton43 1 day ago

I tried to warn everyone against the jab when it was obviously a risk most people I know didn’t need to take. My son was forced to take it for school, also at 18 he
has been propagandized to believe anti- vaxxers are crazy and I ended up leaving my much- loved career as an RN to avoid it along with several nurses and a
couple doctors I worked with. Those who listened still thank me, some who didn’t or were coerced by their doctors regret getting it now. We all know way too
many people injured or full of cancer now. Some whose hubris will not allow them to admit they made a mistake have cut me out of their lives.

4 likes Reply

garlic123 1 day ago

AMAZING INTERVIEW and one I'm sending to hopefully WAKE UP some of the ""sheep" in my family.Since most of them still believe everything MSM tells them
and they love Tucker THIS MAY be the video that I pray gets them asking some questions.
Ed Dowd is a true hero and I have so much respect for him .
Oh ya " Long covid" is VAX INJURIES

‼ ‼ ‼ ‼ ‼

4 likes Reply

RTUT 3 days ago

I thought all FOX employees were mandated to get the Vaxx. Tucker says he did not.

3 likes Reply

sools 3 days ago

Brilliant ED, as usual you bring all the receipts with you.

3 likes Reply

migxr4ti 3 days ago

The truth will out, but the cost will be more than either side wants to bear.

3 likes Reply

swannyriver73 2 days ago

You two sre heros GOD bless you

3 likes Reply

Cassandra33 1 day ago

"On Stupidity"
Dietrich Bonhoeffer's theory explains much of contemporary politics and culture.
PETER A. MCCULLOUGH, MD, MPH™
FEB 24

By JOHN LEAKE

In 1943, the Lutheran pastor and member of the German resistance, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, was arrested and incarcerated in Tegel Prison. There he meditated on
the question of why the German people—in spite of their vast education, culture, and intellectual achievements—had fallen so far from reason and morality. He
concluded that they, as a people, had been afflicted with collective stupidity (German: Dummheit).

He was not being flippant or sarcastic, and he made it clear that stupidity is not the opposite of native intellect. On the contrary, the events in Germany between
1933 and 1943 had shown him that perfectly intelligent people were, under the pressure of political power and propaganda, rendered stupid—that is, incapable
of critical reasoning. As he put it:

"Stupidity is a more dangerous enemy of the good than wickedness. Evil can be protested against, exposed, and, if necessary, it can be prevented by force. Evil
always harbors the germ of self-destruction by inducing at least some uneasiness in people. We are defenseless against stupidity. Nothing can be done to
oppose it, neither with protests nor with violence. Reasons cannot prevail. Facts that contradict one's prejudice simply don't need to be believed, and when they
are inescapable, they can simply be brushed aside as meaningless, isolated cases.

In contrast to evil, the stupid person is completely satisfied with itself. When irritated, he becomes dangerous and may even go on the attack. More caution is
therefore required when dealing with the stupid than with the wicked. Never try to convince the stupid with reasons; it's pointless and dangerous.

To be continued below.....

3 likes Reply

jfisherm 1 day ago

I agree the more shots the worse off one is generally, however Dr. Ryan Cole analyzed the contents of the vials and said some only contained saline, while others
were highly contaminated.

I think some people won't have damage if they were lucky enough to get saline.

To detox, Ivermectin binds with the spike protein and neutralizes it, Nattokinase dissolves it. https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/36080170/

3 likes Reply

WildBiker 1 day ago

Thank you TC & ED. Small glimmer of light in the dark tunnel of DisMisInfoGanda's cover up.
Every PoliticoTard on earth should be forced to watch this video.
Before they're all executed for the Greatest Crime Against Humanity in human history.
Tucker & Ed have officially joined the ranks of Truth Warriors. Thank you gentlemen.
I urge everyone to look at substack. Lot's of truth warriors & tellers on there.
Of note to look at on substack are Sasha Latypova, Katherine Watts & Jennifer Brown.

3 likes Reply

pttrubel 1 day ago

Agreed. No fear of what people think of me! I am mistrustful of government and always have been. Knew the vax was shite. They tried to tell us there is no natural
immunity? Ha ha ha ha ha!

3 likes Reply

CaliforniaFreedomAlliance 1 day ago

it is ALL a PLANDEMIC of CovidCON !!! As a Freedom Fighter since May of 2020 the writing was on the WALL for Vaccine$ and Digital ID System$ to Control &
DePopulate Humanity = Good VS. Evil ! I personally know of first-hand stories of over 20 DEAD people post Jab and/or Boo$ter ! 8 Heart Attacks, 5 Strokes, 8
Miscarriages (4 months up to 8 Month old DEAD Babies), Blood Clots, Shingles, Neurological Injury...the Horror goes ON etc...INSANITY ! International Criminal
COURT needs to Hear the CASE for FRAUD across the World !!!! and these DEMON$ of DEATH & DECEIT need to be held accountable for CRIME$ against
HUMANITY ...SPREAD THE TRUTH FREEDOM FIGHTERS !!!
ps...ALL 3 Letter Agencies are 100% CORRUPT....my Dad worked in the Swamp & told us how Demonic it is !!!!!

3 likes Reply

MollieandPhoebe 1 day ago

The world is run by a bunch of satan worshipping psycophatic pedovores. Does anyone believe the Georgia Guidestones were a joke?

3 likes Reply

wynford1 1 day ago

Go Ed!

3 likes Reply

bordenfrancis 13 hours ago

“You’d think if a huge number of your own citizens started dying for reasons no one can pinpoint, that you’d care enough to find out why.” You’d think! We need to
reset the medical business.

3 likes Reply

edrugebregt 3 days ago

Ever heard about the term Targeted Individuals these are people who are being targeted by our Governments with directed energy weapons like voice 2 skull and
remote neural monitoring and remote neural manipulation etc. etc. why are there so many people like in seatle (homeless) are being targeted by a compagny hire
by amazon called sis

2 likes Reply

ChrisTh 2 days ago

Danish study showed only 1 in 45000 people died from the first 2 variants PRIOR to the vaccines and PRIOR to omicron. We do NOT yet know how this will
compare to the same metrics for the Vaccine. It could take several years to know.

2 likes Reply

Danbiol 2 days ago

Good to see you looking at data from S. Africa where vaxxed population (so far) is low. Maybe other countries too?

2 likes Reply

MOShowme 2 days ago

I WAS WRONG. people you were right . Took me a bit to find who speaks out publicly and it’s not him . Sorry , I was wrong .

2 likes Reply

chamjam 2 days ago

How could anyone give this a thumbs down rating?

2 likes Reply

Weihan 2 days ago

WHY would we trust anything the mainstream medical profession contends? The potential long-term effects of these monstrous drugs simply boggle the mind.

2 likes Reply

SisterBear 2 days ago

The venom of the King Cobra and the venom of the Krate snake have opposite actions. 

One causes clotting and one the opposite. There are many studies that show that Covid is powdered synthetic snake venom either sprayed, put in the water, or
some other spreading mechanism.

The symptoms of covid and the covid vaccines are the same as being bitten by a snake-it is not a respiratory virus. 

CRISPr is (CRISP-snake venom) and "r" is programming one's genes to replicate venom it when exposed to certain bacteria, yeast, or Ecoli. These people are not
that smart and most doctors will have a hard time humbly admitting the obvious. There profession is totally corrupt.

If you understand the Vatican and the old serpent who runs it, it becomes obvious. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/O8v7DLRvv3qV/

2 likes Reply

cmaucmau 2 days ago

you can not sue me,.... brought to you by pfizer"

2 likes Reply

FainZ 2 days ago

Wow!! Outstanding interview! I hung on every word! Went back and listened to some of the parts! Made notes! And I plan on forwarding to everyone I believe it
might help!! Thank you Ed and Tucker! And Ed - I'd surly buy your book on health tips as well. I hope this interview is seen far and wide!

2 likes Reply

Quatervois 1 day ago

What we are witnessing, in my opinion, is the World Economic Forum's "Great Reset", which in my opinion, is prelude to United Nations "Agenda 21 / 30"

2 likes Reply

Tgnal 1 day ago

Please share this interview with as many people as you can.

2 likes Reply

wynford1 1 day ago

There needs to be more like-minded alternative media people working together.

2 likes Reply

Technophile 1 day ago

This was refreshing and I look forward to reading "Cause Unknown."
One of Einstein's quotes I love is, "Make it as simple as you can, but no simpler." We live in a society that grossly oversimplifies complex ideas. Covid and the
mRNA inoculations are prime examples. The numbers in excess deaths are irrefutable and need deep analysis, but we are inundated in sound bites and
speculation rather than eyes-wide-open analysis and painfully honest conclusions.
Confounding factors in analysis are:
o Cumulative effects of multiple spike protein insults, whether from the disease or mRNA inoculations.
o The probable rate and effects of accidental intravenous vs. intramuscular injection of these inoculations due to a change in policy on aspiration.
o The combined effect of real physical problems exacerbated by mental dysfunctions like the amplifying effects of isolation and fear.
o Confusing the plural of "anecdote" as "data".
o Data sets deliberately poisoned by reporting and validation policies/biases. V-SAFE is a prime example, even in its name.
o "Studies" of vastly varying size, methodology, sponsorship, and reliability being treated as equal. Wouldn't it be interesting if every study published on sites like
PubMed had a score based solely on the merits of the methods for each study? This is something a dedicated learning system could be trained to do, along with
training to learn and report potential "gaming" of the system. It seems that there would be a financial incentive to do so as it would enhance the brand name of
PubMed or similar companies taking that approach.
My conclusion and recommendations are:
o Do your own research. Verify assertions and test refutations. Recognize the difference between minor errors and deliberate lies, and shun the latter.
o Accept nothing less than truth and honesty, both personally and as an expectation for others.
o Build connections with truthful people and model the same for people who have connections with you.

2 likes Reply

TrickiWoo 1 day ago

It's coming out because of the bean counters. Too funny. Stop the Vax!!!

2 likes Reply

EricOfManchester 23 hours ago

Would Congressional hearing really be the right venue to investigate and sentence MURDERERS?

2 likes Reply

WaveForm 10 hours ago

Masks do not work. Death tolls are a damn LIE. I will NOT get the clot shot.........YOU do as YOU will. Until I see accountability (people in prison) for what has
transpired........I will NOT believe in this communist socialist government, that has been INSTALLED.

2 likes Reply

janineavr 4 hours ago

The reason why some saw this and others didn’t…
Fear!
Fear paralysis people’s ability to rationally think things through!

2 likes Reply

TRM13 4 hours ago

Tell all people what are "hesitant" to talk about taking the vax the following:

1) You're not stupid because you fell for it and I'm not lucky because I didn't.
It has little if anything to do intelligence and everything to do with questioning authority to the point you will say "NO" to it and hold your ground. You can't
question authority especially medical authority. 

2) Go to flccc.net, then go to the protocols tab and try the "I-Recover: Post Vaccine Treatment".
The good news for people who took the injections is that the doctors who got results for 2+ years with early treatments are now saying "Don't give up hope. We
can fix this".

2 likes Reply

Velveteen 4 hours ago

I’m glad I chose to watch this video and meet Ed Dowd. He is very impressive and a good man. I just downloaded his book from Amazon for free. I appreciate him.

2 likes Reply

jesiarjuna 3 hours ago

Great interview 

🤙

2 likes Reply

burnsco86 3 days ago

crimes against humanity

1 like Reply

ChrisTh 2 days ago

It would be good if Ed could tell us what percentage of the employed had a jab, (ever-jabbed), vs the unemployed.

1 like Reply

ChrisTh 2 days ago

51:40 This is patently false - the Israeli observational study of hundreds of thousands of people showed that there were no heart affects that lingered AFTER
covid/long covid.

1 like Reply

DianaNtexas 2 days ago

40% ... and they are still pushing it even mandate it in children's vaccines (schools will require it)

1 like Reply

dawnbis 2 days ago

this is a great show kinda lost me with the flccc, if i were you i wouldnt trust the flccc , they are making tons of money off this

1 like Reply

bonesmama1 2 days ago

And now.. what do we do about it. How many people do we have to wait to catch up with us? Before it is officially considered the crime against humanity, that is
was when it started. And most of us, lost our minds. And then weren’t allowed to warn those that we love, on social media. And the MSM propagandized against.
Making them accomplices to mass murder, genocide? The list of people who need to be tried for these atrocities is so long. That it may be impossible to ever
hold them all accountable for what they have done to us. Whether you have it or not. Someone you know or love does. Or was killed by it. My person died
suddenly on her bedroom floor, 2 months after our eldest son was killed by a random act of violence. I preformed cpr on her, as my husband and youngest son
watched in horror. As another very important member of our family, was snatched out of our lives. I have no forgiveness at this point. Those who are still going
along with this. Are guilty of all of it. And should be seen as the dangers to society that they truly are. Also. Watch the hearing on badlands media of the Arizona
election hearing, that aired yesterday. We did NOT elect these f’ing people. They have taken us hostage. And are using our love, trusting nature and kindness to
absolutely destroy us. They need to be removed. Immediately. Or prove they were legally voted into the positions that they currently hold. 
I love you all. And we will win. I hope. Smh. Don’t stop saying it out loud. And often. They win. If we quit. 

🤷 😔 😠 🆘

1 like Reply

nwohiopma 1 day ago

OFF WITH THEIR HEADS!!!

1 like Reply

wynford1 1 day ago

My book was ordered weeks ago and still hasn't arrived. Possibly a ghost in the machine?

1 like Reply

SiennaRose777 1 day ago

I warned people they didn’t listen so now they’re all scared. DEATH IS COMING FOR THE JABBED

1 like Reply

SiennaRose777 1 day ago

I warned them now they’re dying - I’m so done with this

1 like Reply

Mallerton2020 1 day ago

vaccine bio weapon Nojabforme.info Nojabforme.info Nojabforme.info Nojabforme.info Nojabforme.info Nojabforme.info Nojabforme.info Nojabforme.info
Nojabforme.info Nojabforme.info Nojabforme.info Nojabforme.info Nojabforme.info

1 like Reply

chezron 1 day ago

All vaccines harm. Long Covid is just vaccine damage.

1 like Reply

MichaelsMusic 1 day ago

Will the woke ever turn on their overlords that mandated these injections? Some might. I doubt that all of them will. 

Maybe the world will be better after the sheeple are gone. Think about it that way. It puts a twist on the outrage for those who were originally fighting this and
losing. In the end they will be the winners.

1 like Reply

choosetheright99 1 day ago

I would recommend all those who got the vax to take baby aspirin. You could be one of these who doesn't wake up. I was lucky as I woke up & woke up my wife
who is a Nurse & was airlifted to a hospital with a widow maker heart attack. My neighbour was also airlifted & survived. A friend never woke up. My wife doctor
best friend never woke up. My plumber couldn't show up for a few weeks in a job as he had a heart attack. My mother in law went temp blind, my brother in law
leg swelled up huge is on blood thinners for life. If you survive a heart attack they will put you on baby aspirin being a blood thinner. So why not try to prevent in
the first place.

1 like Reply

Mommanana 22 hours ago

Interview Karen Kingston

1 like Reply

DanielaR 19 hours ago

God bless Ed and Tucker and every doctor, nurse, and victim who is speaking up 

♥

 These murderers must pay for this genocide.

1 like Reply

Ketocrittle 15 hours ago

Project veritas has been infiltrated with wokeness!

1 like Reply

Gander8 14 hours ago

What a powerful truth given here Ed..thank you... from afar..cheers Tucker for bringing Ed on

1 like Reply

ChristelC 14 hours ago

Tucker asks a great question.. WHY? 
Because the globalist elites have an agenda, a plan, and their motivational ideology is the following: 1. The world is over populated 2. There are useless eaters. 3.
Evolution dictates there are humans who are less evolved /less worthy. 4. A group of people has to make decisions for humanity and all nations (global
government). 
Now interesting is that the Bible prophesied this happening 2000 years ago. Read Revelations 13.

1 like Reply

LPCook 6 hours ago

Thank you for this interview. The BEST one I've seen on the lies that have been told and I love how you laid it all out there.

1 like Reply

KBDFW 6 hours ago

A.D.E. All of the animals died in the trials! They've NEVER been able to develop a vacxx for Corona viruses--cold viruses (failed miserably), why now all of a
sudden convincing evidence that they'd work? You got it!...the horny for profits pedophile pharma FDA CDC NIH NIAID just raped multitudes for their own
pleasure and gain. The biggest scam and hoodwinking anyone ever fell for. Take note what just happened and seek God...the Kingdom first from now on. They
should be stripped naked and put on public square for all to see and to restore whatever the opposite of lawlessness is. Also, the worthless flu vaxxinz they
touted 50% efficacy should now cause you to take pause and re-evaluate your belief in even that pitiful statistic. Fauxci has all but admitted those vaxxinz are
worthless too. But hey, if you want to fill your brain with aluminum salts and head toward potential alzheimers then you have free choice. NO ALUMINUM
DEPOSITS IN BRAIN = NO ALZHEIMERS.

1 like Reply

KRBeckett 6 hours ago

Africa also had full access to Ivermectin. Right? 
Hmmmm?

1 like Reply

kittybeck 5 hours ago

My question is why only Pfizer? What about Moderna? J&J and Astra Zeneca? Many people received those horrible mRNA shots from them, too, and they are just
as toxic.

1 like Reply
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Quatervois 1 day ago

People will revolt against the next lockdowns, that you can be sure of. During the first lockdowns, not many people understood what was REALLY going
on. Things are different now. More people realize the evil behind all of this.

5 likes Reply
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KundaliniandCellTowers 5 hours ago

No. Ed knows it's a conspiracy but is smart enough to not say it. Of course it is more than money and basic business interests. Dowd wants an
investigation into these excess deaths, and a stop to the program, and is anti-pharma himself. Otherwise he could end up like Mark Middleton and others.
He's taking a middle path. He's doing the right thing. More of us need to join him.
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Mimi22 1 day ago

I heard they had a mandate but allowed reasonable accommodations. Not sure if Tucker had an RA. I also heard that if one chose not to get it, they had to
submit to testing.
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osirusoft 1 day ago

I've seen the patents you're referring to. I've yet to be affected by it. Common sense to me is if I plug my ears and still hear it there's a neurological
disorder of unknown origin. I met an individual who believed things like this, and challenged the notion based on ego. There's nothing about me that is
particularly special, so my question would be, "What makes you or I so important that we would be a target of direct energy weapons"? If I believed I was a
target, I would travel somewhere where I was less vulnerable to such technology and see if the symptoms persist.

From a tactical perspective, making a martyr out of me for being strongly against MRNA treatment, especially among children and young adults, would
only strengthen my position. I wouldn't be alive to see it, but just the same it would be counterproductive.
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truthnwisdom72 2 days ago

Forgot to add, doctors who still have their heads up their ass ignore our needs and would not provide proper treatments. And do you expect the doctors
do it for free they have to live. They have practices to run and they're getting pay cuts because they know the patient coming to them don't have the
money to pay for these expensive test and therapies. Before criticizing flccc, think!

3 likes Reply

truthnwisdom72 2 days ago

Then where are we supposed to get the therapist needed to help us? There's no place to get these meds. Mainstream pharmacy will not fill ivermectin &
hydrocloroquin. You have to go a compound pharmacy. Some of them are threatened to be shut down. Also, it cost money to buy the drugs & therapies
that is required to help the injured nothing is free in this world.

2 likes Reply

Violet3017 7 hours ago

What is flccc???

1 like Reply
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Violet3017 7 hours ago

Rather than a baby aspirin, take cayenne pepper! No side effects. Take it with food and lots of water. It is a natural blood thinner, as opposed to warfarin,
which is rat poison. Doctors say “but it’s only a tiny amount of rat poison”! So small amounts of poison are okay? That is just stupid!!!
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lloydmillerus 5 hours ago

The Tucker interview of Dowd does the job as best possible at this time. The endless debates in the movement about whether any virus is real, "mass formation",
etc. are not what we need now. We gotta start by stimulating a reaction agains the mRNA vaxxx death and destruction!

1 like Reply

doghugs 5 hours ago

Excellent interview! Ed Dowd is 'sharp as a tack' and obviously not compromised, critical thinker.
I'm going to read and purchase his book. He is a HERO. I knew pretty quickly that the covid vaccine was poison as I regularly read/listen to independent
journalism. I do not watch the 'idiot box' tv news. I have not taken a vaccine in over 40 years and will not take any vaccines in the future. They plan to make all
vaccines with the MRNA technology.

1 like Reply

Lwallack 5 hours ago

Thanks for the links (info resources) and getting this full interview here on rumble. I pray rumble last til the Lord returns at 7th trump.

1 like Reply

jfuld 5 hours ago

Half BS/willful ignorance at the start. I know people who died from covid (aka hospital mistreatment, but covid difficulties brought them in) and people who died
from vax. Spike poison is poison be it inhaled or injected. The only difference is our blood is (and often mucosa if you got infected) is now trained against it.

1 like Reply

Ohraant5 5 hours ago

Pjhewkin, all we can do is spreading the truth & hope people come to their sesnse…I’ve done exactly what you are doing & I got the same cold shoulders from
friends & family…. BUT, I MUST SAY EVERYONE WHO I WARNED ABOUT THESE DEADLY JABS are now regretting taking the jabs… I did my research and I am so
thankful to all the truth tellers out there who guided me to NEVER take these poisons. I will NEVER EVER trust the FDA, CDC & our health officials… as Dr Malone
said ”mRNA does not belong in humans.” WE MUST NEVER EVER TRUST IN ANY mRNA so called “vaccines”

1 like Reply

Factoi 5 hours ago

At the very least you would suspect that insurance companies from a business prospective would consider that we cannot insure individuals with a group policy
be insured moving forward if they have received the vaccine. Ed Dowd is my hero! A man with integrity bound to be heard. He is not emotional but he is
committed to informing the populist in order to protect. He is our modern day Paul Revere. I copied this link and attempted to load it on my FB page and FB
repeatedly prevented me from posting it by kicking me off FB.

1 like Reply

Magvar 4 hours ago

“The Deagel corporation is a minor branch of US military intelligence, one of the many secretive organizations which collects data for high-level decision-making
purposes and prepares confidential briefing documents for agencies like the National Security Agency, the United Nations, and the World Bank.

It is known, for example, to have contributed to a Stratfor report on North Korea. With this kind of pedigree, Deagel should be seen as a legitimate player in the
intelligence community and not merely a disinformation asset.

If so, then it must be assumed that its population predictions for 2025, as well as its industrial output predictions on a nation-by-nation basis, are based on
strategic assumptions which are shared and well understood by other players in the intelligence community.

They try to explain the predicted dramatic fall in the population of the US by reference to a massive outward migration of millions of Americans seeking economic
relief in other countries, but this is unconvincing.

They seem to concede this themselves when they add a further explanatory factor – widespread suicide in response to economic distress. But this too is
unsatisfactory.

Their primary reason for predicting a colossal drop in the population of the US by 2025 – a fall of up to 70 percent – is the scale and severity of the alleged
pandemic.

As they put it,

“the death toll will be horrible.”

Source : https://metallicman.com/the-shocking-2025-deagel-forecast-and-remote-viewing-the-future/

1 like Reply

Swingthroughtrees 4 hours ago

No such thing as LONG COVID, it is just something to throw off rational thinking

1 like Reply

strefanash 3 hours ago

it is self evident why they are not looking at this.

they already know what and why is happening; and they alread know their OWN criminal culpability

1 like Reply

CamBfree 2 hours ago

This is good in part but when asked if deaths by vaccines have surpassed death by Covid. Just wait until people find out en mass that there is no Covid and that
poisons were distributed that did make some very sick. The vast majority didn’t die from the poisoning unless they went to a hospital where doctors were paid
extra to diagnose Covid and then a huge bonus money if they listed a death from Covid. The protocol was given to doctors involving a deadly mixture of drugs
along with ventilators sealed most people’s fate…even young people couldn’t survive this treatment. Yes, it’s genocide and everyone that partook or pushed this
evil agenda needs to answer for it.

1 like Reply

SigveVarholm 1 hour ago

DIED SUDDENLY NEWS 
https://dinmakt.no/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?t=1237

1 like Reply

Susanmsulc 1 hour ago

Thank you, Ed and Tucker, for this enlightening interview. The truth of the 'shots' and the trail of death and destruction following those injections is undeniable.
For those of us who remain 'un jabbed' the data Ed provides and the clarity with which he communicates it may feel like a kind of 'cold comfort', validating what
we knew all along. 
I pray that those who have taken those shots will be open to hearing the truth and seeking out therapies to help them recover. 
I support more Congressional hearings and investigations that will stop this madness. Perhaps a letter-writing campaign and phone calls to congressional leaders
demanding more investigations to reveal this truth would motivate them to step away from shielding big pharma and prevent this global genocide. At least
Senator Ron Johnson, Rand Paul, and a few others in Congress have attempted to challenge the scam, but more needs to be done. Justice needs to be served
and victims need assistance. Unfortunately, the regulatory agencies have failed to protect people and no one seems to be holding them accountable. It's time to
lock up the perpetrators and claw back the profits that the criminals have reaped from the incalculable misery they have inflicted on humanity.

1 like Reply

TNjazzgal 49 minutes ago

May God bless Ed and multiply his efforts far and wide, and thank you for having him, Tucker. This is the kind of level-headed, well-credentialed integrity that we
need a ton more of.

1 like Reply

nfw 31 minutes ago

The experimental drugs forced on the sheeple are NOT vaccines. The corrupt CDC changed its definitions (as if it's THE authority) to make it more platable for
the sheeple. Please do NOT refer to the experimental death drugs as vaccines, they are experimental drugs.

1 like Reply

nfw 29 minutes ago

If when you say "covid" you mean Wuhan Flu, then say Wuhan Flu. The most common cold is a "covid"; the Spanish Flu is a covid. Saying "covid" hides its
Chinee origin.

1 like Reply

FreeGoddess 19 minutes ago

A-MAZE-ING!! I've been following Ed Dowd for a while. This will be earth-shaking if people read this.

1 like Reply

TrickiWoo 1 minute ago

Tucker may not be perfect but he is the best of the bunch. Sooner or later this vaccine shithouse is coming down. This has not gone to plan or has it?

2 like Reply

MOShowme 4 days ago

ED your lying. On other videos you said you took 2 covid shots.

-6 likes Reply
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Lwallack 2 hours ago

I'll CK my fb and twit, but it looks like it posted on my end.

1 like Reply
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Lwallack 1 hour ago

Oh, I think the sickness is real, it's how it was used and perverted to deceive that nations. Revelation 18:23 comes to mind. Via pharmakia and merchantry.
The poison jab then, was used to "save them", rather than God suggested and created mechanisms...

1 like Reply
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Caseydoll 4 days ago

Links? I’ve watched all his I never heard him say that . I think your confusing him with Malone

9 likes Reply

Got5 3 days ago

I’ve watched Ed Dowd for 2 years and he has never said that. More importantly, why would he lie? What purpose would that serve?

6 likes Reply

KellyRedi 4 days ago

B.S. He never said it. Provide links if you dispute it.

5 likes Reply

RobieTrites 4 days ago

When did he say that?

3 likes Reply

EdwardMarion 3 days ago

Prove it

1 like Reply

rjlee819 3 days ago

Never said he took the vaccines.

1 like Reply

Umbargist 34 minutes ago

No he did not you FOOL. His wife and kids did.

1 like Reply

MOShowme 4 days ago

Yall can believe whatever you want. You right.

0 likes Reply
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flyboyu777 3 days ago

Go away TROLL.

4 likes Reply

Gayleh1002 4 days ago

Then show the link where he said it. I would like to know if he lied

2 likes Reply

Monicaamontano 3 days ago

Ed never took the jab. I think you are confusing him with someone else. He specifically said two points: 1) he knew of the catastrophic results
regarding the animal studies who had the mRNA injections & 2) he didn’t want to be experimented on with “Operation Warpspeed” anything. Ed
believes in mental & physical health. For heaven’s sakes, he does “time restricted eating,” so he must be pretty self-disciplined. He did not take the
rat juice!

2 likes Reply
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